Transforming Undergraduate Education at KU

**Spring 2012**
- FYS process advanced and shared with community
- Pilot courses developed
- Search for Director of Undergraduate Research
- Continued discussion of Center for Experiential Learning

**Fall 2012**
- FYS pilots inaugurated and integrated with KU Core
- Assessment data from Fall 2012 FYS pilots reviewed to plan for future growth

**Spring 2013**
- Additional courses/learning experiences certified to meet KU core requirements
- Plans finalized for integrating KU Core with College and school degrees
- 2013 Common Book Selected

**Fall 2013**
- FYS numbers increase
- KU Core launched for all entering students
- Programs associated with Common Book expand

**Transition Committee**
- Review proposed outcomes
- Vet outcomes
- Build KU Core Curriculum
- Consider learning activities to attain goals and outcomes
- Develop course/experience nomination and certification process
- Prepare for assessment/recertification

**Satellite committees**
- develop learning outcomes

**Common Book Program Committee**
- formed

**Common Book Nominations**
- selected

**Common Book and First Year Seminars provide foundation for learning communities pilot**